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Reporng 
Side Effects
– A Paent Guide 

Let's make medicines 
safer for everyone

The Agency for Medicinal Products and Medical 
Devices (HALMED) is a regulatory body that ap-
proves the registraon of medicines in the Repub-
lic of Croaa. HALMED’s goal is to protect public 
health by ensuring the safety, efficacy and quality 
of medicines. In order to achieve that, we evaluate 
the safety of drugs aer pu ng them on the 
marmarket, while using side effect reports as valuable 
sources of informaon. 

Where can I obtain more informaon about 
the side effects of medicines?
 

Informaon about a parcular medicine can be found in 
the paent informaon leaflet supplied with the medi-
cine, that can also be found at www.halmed.hr, under 
the secon For paents - Informaon on Medicines.
NNew safety informaon can be found at www.halmed.hr, 
under the News secon, or by subscribing to the 
HALMED’s newsleer.
You can send your quesons to HALMED via 
www.halmed.hr, under the Enquiries secon.

Who can report side effects?
 

InIn Croaa, health professionals and drug manufactur-
ers have a legal obligaon to report side effects. 
Paents/users of medicines can also report side ef-
fects, which is parcularly valuable because paents 
may report side effects earlier than health profession-
als and they tend to provide a more detailed descrip-
on of side effects. You can report side effects that 
have happened to you personally, your child or some-
one you are responsible for, e.g. mother, spouse.

 

How is confidenality of personal infor-
maon ensured?
Side effect report includes personal informaon on 
paent/user of medicine and/or reporter. We ask for 
these details so that we can get in touch if more infor-
maon on reported side effect is needed. Personal in-
formaon included in the side effect report is strictly 
confidenal and will only be used to determine the 
safe use of medicines. Personal data will not be 
passedpassed to any third person without your express per-
mission. If you have provided your physician’s contact 
informaon, it is possible that we will contact her/him 
to collect more informaon about the reported side 
effect.

What happens aer I report side effect?
  

We may contact you or your physician to ask for addi-
onal informaon relang to the report.
All reports are entered into our database and are used 
for analyses of the relaonships between medicines 
and side effects. If we consider it necessary, we may 
add warnings to the paent informaon leaflet that 
comes with the medicine. We may also update infor-
maon on how the medicine should be used – for in-
stance, liming the dosage, or saying that it should 
notnot be used by parcular groups of paents. Rarely, 
we may take the medicine off the market, in case we 
consider that the risks of the medicine outweigh its 
benefits.



How can I report side effect?
 

• Directly via web page www.halmed.hr
• By filling in Adverse Reacon Noficaon form. 
You can send your report by post to the 
AAgency for Medicinal Products and Medical De-
vices (HALMED). 
Ksaverska cesta 4, 10000 Zagreb, 

by telefax to the number 01 4884 110, 
or by e-mail to nuspojave@halmed.hr.

When it is especially important to report 
a side effect?
 

• If you have side effect which is not listed in the 
paent informaon leaflet – this way the new side 
effects, not previously observed in clinical trials of 
medicine, are being detected.
•• If you have severe or serious side effect, that 
negavely affects the quality of your life –detecng 
these side effects enables HALMED to limit the usage 
of certain medicine, if necessary.
•• If the side effect is a consequence of improper use 
of medicine (for example, the person accidentally 
took the medicine that was not intended for her/him, 
or the poisoning/medicine overdose occurred) – this 
way it can be detected how the medicine works in 
unexpected situaons and how this can be 
prevented.
•• If the side effect occurred in people who belong to 
special populaons such as children, pregnant 
women, elderly and chronically ill people (for 
example, with liver or kidney disease)  – the use of 
medicine in these populaons usually requires 
special warnings and precauons for use.

HALMED therefore collects and reviews side effect re-
ports sent by health workers, drug manufacturers and 
paents/users of medicines.
When you report a side effect to HALMED, the data from 
your report is, together with other data, used to assess 
the safety of a medicine. By reporng side effects you are 
directly contribung to improving the safe use of medi-
cines for everyone.

What should I report as a side effect?
 

YYou do not have to be certain that a parcular problem 
was caused by a medicine – reporng the suspicion of an 
adverse effect is enough.
HALMED receives reports on side effects of medicines, 
vaccines, medical devices and dietary supplements.
Four essenal pieces of informaon need to be included 
in a side effect report:
1.1. The symptoms or a descripon of the side effect
2. Informaon about the person who experienced the 
side effect (as a minimum, their inials, sex, and age at 
the me of the side effect)
3. The name of the medicine(s) thought to have caused 
the side effect
4.4. the name and full address of the reporter, so that 
HALMED can make contact with the reporter for further 
informaon, if necessary.

What is a side effect?
 

SideSide effects, also known as adverse reacons, are un-
wanted and/or harmful reacons to the drug or vaccine. 
All medicines can cause side effects, although not ev-
erybody gets them. Side effects can range from minor ir-
ritaons, such as a skin rash, to serious and life-threat-
ening reacons, such as a heart aack or liver damage. 
They can occur within minutes aer taking a medicine, 
or can take years to develop.
 

If you are worried about a symptom you 
think may be a side effect…
 

1. Read the paent informaon leaflet supplied with the 
medicine – it lists the known side effects, and advises 
you what to do.
2. Ask your doctor or pharmacist for advice.
3. Report the side effect to your naonal medicines 
agency (in Croaa: HALMED), especially if it is not men-
oned in the paent informaon leaflet.
AlAlways talk to your doctor if you have any symptom that 
worries you.
 

Why should I report a side effect?
 

AllAll medicines have benefits and risks. Although medi-
cines are thoroughly tested prior to their registraon, 
some side effects can be detected only aer a medicine 
is in use by the general populaon.


